HLA class II DNA analysis by RFLP reveals novel class II polymorphism.
Polymorphism of the HLA-D/DR region has been defined by serologic and cellular methods. Additionally, protein and DNA analyses not only confirmed and refined the definition of the established polymorphisms but also revealed further polymorphisms for which no serologic or cellular correlate are known (yet). To study these in more detail, we analyzed the banding patterns obtained from Southern blot hybridizations with DR beta and DQ alpha cDNA probes. Specific fragments reflecting already defined polymorphisms could be identified. A refined HLA-D/DR definition based upon the presence of DNA subtypes could be introduced. Fragments have also been identified that are associated with the DR/Dw specificities. Moreover, individuals with different DR types may also share fragments in hybridization assays. These shared hybridizing fragments (SHFs) are, for instance, found in individuals typed as DR4, DR5, DR7, and DRw8. In total, 20 SHFs were found using two restriction enzymes and the DR beta and DQ alpha cDNA probes. Some of these SHFs correlate with antigenic determinants defined by broad reacting alloantisera, such as DRw52, but for 14 of these SHFs, no serologic equivalent has been found so far. Thus, SHFs reflect a conservation at the DNA level of the HLA class II region, which suggests that the polymorphic class II genes may be more conserved than previously thought. The possible biologic implications of conserved sequences in the HLA class II genes will be discussed.